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The anatomy of an intervertebral disc (IVD)

(NP)

(AF)

Huang et al., Nature
Reviews Rheumatology
(2014)

Cells
consume:
• Glucose
• Oxygen

Cells produce:
• Lactate

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Image of spine taken from Carlos’ presentation in ValenciaDd: limited mobility, painCells are mechanotransducers, respond to mech stimuli such as frequency, intensity, and duration of loadingAdded from thesis: tire analogy. Use image of “Atlas” holding up the disc (swelling pressure). More in depth about structure and function. Cartilage and bony endplates.Book, p. 153:AF converts IVD compressive and shear deformations to tensile stressesAF provides lateral confinement st NP always under pressureNp contains proteogylcans, which are negatively charged molecules. These attract positively charged ions, which created a concentration gradient, and results in the drawing in of wáter by osmosis. As a result, there is an osmotic pressure in the NPNp osm pressure provides compressive strength to disc and pre-stresses the AF fibers



Experimental Models

• in vivo

• in vitro

• in silico



Experimental Methods

• in vivo

• in vitro

• in silico

Paul et al., PLoS One (2012)

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Bioreactor bern.



The in vitro study

Chan et al., Plos One (2013)

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Excised discs were placed in bioreactor chambers which are supposed to replicate physiological conditions, and were submitted to mechanical loading, depending which of the groups they were in.The study examined the effects of three different loading schemes. A single day for all three consisted of 8 hours of active loading and 16 hours of rest, and intensity of compression and torsión were varied. 



Experimental Methods

• in vivo

• in vitro

• in silico



Finite element (FE) analysis workflow

modelling
constitutive equations and 

parameter selection

results analysis and 
model validation simulation

Relatore
Note di presentazione
6 discs, using MRI, dimensions averaged to get a geometry for the discIn order to perform the appropriate fem simulations, first a model of the disc needed to be created. An average of the dimensions of 6 bovine caudal discs were taken to créate the final, somewhat simplified model.



Describing the mechanics of the IVD

Neumann, 2010, page 331

Simulation uses a porohyperelastic formulation

Total stress

Effective stress

Pore pressure

Strain energy

(NP)

(AF)

Darcy’s Law Strain-dependent
permeability

Malandrino et al., PLoS Computational
Biology (2011)



Mechano-transport coupling

Malandrino et al., PLoS Computational
Biology (2011)

mechanical

metabolic
transport

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Here put the summary of: loading schemes, model parameters (from literatura). Element type. Initialization (free swelling, creep time). How the mech part was simulated (1 day, fed to the transport 14 times), determined when reached “good enough” continuity between mech responses of one day to the next by comparing certain values (vertical displacement, void ratio) between beginning and end of days (for a seminar don’t insert numerically?)The simulations are divided into two main parts: the mechanical and the transport. The mechanical model took as inputs information such as how the various parts of the disc will resist changes in volume and shape, porosity, which relates to how much fluid the disc can contain relative to the total volume, and how easily fluids can move through the disc (turns out that fluid velocity not too important when it comes to small solutes. Malandrino 2009). The outputs are then coupled to the transport simulation, which will give information about the concentration of oxygen, glucose, and lactate in the disc, and the viability of cells.



Transport

Cell death induced when :

• Glucose concentration < 0.5 nmol/ml

• pH < 6.8

(Bibby et al., Spine (2005))

Metabolic reactions:

Relatore
Note di presentazione
http://south-coast-chiropractic.com/spinal-decompression.html



Disc deformations
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Chan et al., Plos One (2013)

In silico results: In vitro results:



Stress profiles in the IVD
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Niedlinger-Wilke, Eur Spine J (2014)

CCT= cyclic compression+torsion
CC= cyclic compression
CT = cyclic torsion



Glucose concentration in the IVD
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pH in the IVD
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Solute concentrations and cell viability

AF

NP

• Cells will not die directly
due to metabolic causes
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Chan et al., Plos One (2013)

Relatore
Note di presentazione
After looking at the solutes:Since cc and cct virtually indestinguishable, seems that compression has a stronger effect than torsiónSeems like the 16 hour recovery is enough to “reset”after cyclic compressionComparing cct to ct in both NP and AF, at end of active loading there is a greater difference between the two in AF than NP, so it appears that compressive effects are strong in the AF than in NP (maybe makes sense, look at Baer 2003Across the board, NP has the harsher environment, regardless of loading scheme. Though cc/cct worse than ct



Future Work: Adding a Model on the
Cellular Level

FEM Agent Based
Model (ABM)

Porosity

Hydrostatic pressure

Update cells’ 
response to 
mechanical
stimuli

Update relevant mechanical
parameters

Relatore
Note di presentazione
What mechanical parameters could be updated in the fem by the abm? For which ones (bulk and shear resistance?) is the relation between collagen production, mmps etc and matrix/disc properties known?



Using the FE method as a clinical tool

• Patient specific simulations
• Diagnosis
• Prognosis
• Treatment evaluation

• Predictive tool

• Evaluating regenerative
therapies

Smith et al. Dis Model Mech (2011)



Conclusions:

• Compression effects appear stronger than torsion effects

• Necessary to further investigate reason for difference in results

• Important to make a model which is closer to physiological reality

• Computational simulations are powerful tools for the advancement of 

studies in biomedicine



Thank you





Disc degenerative disease

http://www.uvaspine.com/lumbar-degenerative-disc-disease.php

http://www.eurospine.org/motion-preservation.htm

• Stiffening of AF
• Loss of liquid from NP
• Reduced disc height

Relatore
Note di presentazione
(Tire image : http://showandtell.blogs.starnewsonline.com/11297/old-tires-invade-emerald-isle/)Added from thesis: briefly touch upon various ailments. Go into more depth about characteristics of degenerated discs, symptoms of degeneration. Tie to the tire analogy, which can crack after too much wear or damage, and degeneration is like air leaking from the tire (loss of fluids from the nucleus) and the tire itself becoming less elastic, more stiff (stiffening of annulus)Stiffening limits mobilityDisplacement of loads to the solid matrix in dd (book, 198). Ask for some explanation.Height, annulus stiffness, permeability of af and np most relev w biomech changes associates w dd (p. 214)



Effects of mechanical loading on IVDs

• Higher prevalence of disk degeneration
in high level athletes than non-athletes

• High risk sports:
• Artistic gymnastics
• Baseball
• Golf 
• Swimming
• Basketball

• Loads:
• Excessive, repetitive torsion
• High impact
• Excessive extension/flexion

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Iatridis 2006 good summary of loading effects, for specific ranges of magnitude and frequency.Hypo, hyper loading both seem to have negative effects on matrix turnover.AF cells mostly subject to tensile stress, and NP compressive.Static loading bad, cyclic good (if frequency in physiological range)Many ways loading can affect environment: changing of wáter content, affecting ion channels, cell metabolism, nutrient/waste diffusion



Effects of mechanical loading on IVDs

With increasing loads:
• Water loss
• Reduction in disc height
• Increased hydrostatic pressure (NP)
• Reduction in porosity
• Increased tensile strain (AF)
• Activation of fibers (AF)

Neidlinger-Wilke et al., European Spine Journal
(2014)
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